Reprogramming of control units with PassThru

**GENERAL NOTES**

- Vehicle manufacturers charge fees for downloading data for control unit reprogramming.
- Currently the use of Bosch reprogramming software (J 2534 DLL) is only released for the vehicle manufacturers listed under information about vehicle manufacturers.
- Specific instructions of the vehicle manufacturer for the OEM software application must be complied with.
- Please also note the compatibility of the KTS versions with the vehicle manufacturers.

**SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS**

The PC/laptop that you use for re-programming and for using the OE software should meet the following minimum requirements:

- RAM: 4 GB
- Hard disk: 250 GB recommended (approx. required storage space of individual manufacturer applications: Mercedes 172 GB, VW 22 GB, BMW 12 GB)
- Interfaces: USB 2.0
- Internet access required
- Operating system: MS Windows 7 (32/64 Bit), MS Windows 8 (32/64 Bit), MS Windows 10 (32/64 Bit)
- Further OEM-specific restrictions are possible.